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Page 88 . . .
Eleven years ago, after having a number of boys and figuring that I had it all worked out how to raise them, the doctor announced: “It’s a girl!”

“What do you mean he’s a girl?” was my response. My mind raced with thoughts along the lines of “What do you do with a girl, and how do you raise them? Do they like horses, hunting or guns?”

Before she could even crawl, Ashley showed a preference for pink and lacy-type clothes. The little brown-eyed girl also demonstrated remarkable intelligence, a strong will and a talent for art and music – and has been a joy to raise. Today she enjoys riding and caring for horses, nursing a doggie calf on a bottle, riding a bicycle and has developed skills riding ATVs. When I was instructing her brothers how to shoot, she would tag along, usually happy to just observe, but I would always have her shoot a few rounds to help her understand the principles of shooting, safe gun handling and respect. I taught her the principles of the Second Amendment, the responsibility for every citizen to own guns and master them. She would shoot but did not have an especially strong interest.

Then a couple of months ago, I was asking her what she wanted for her 11th birthday. Without hesitation, she stated “a .22 rifle.”

“Are you sure?” I queried. “Yes, Dad, that is what I really want.” Being that she has me wrapped around her little finger several times, her wish came in the form of a Winchester Model 67A Youth, a great “starter” single-shot rifle.

It didn’t take her long to burn through a carton of ammunition, but in firing that 500 rounds in just a few days, her skill improved immensely. She was meticulous at aligning the sights and holding on target as she squeezed the trigger. Every night after school, she would come home and say “Dad, we need to go shoot my rifle.” It was clear that she was safe enough, and finally I told her she could now shoot on her own if she wanted, but she insisted I come and watch. I might be a trifle slow but soon got the point: She wanted to spend time shooting with me. These are positively the most enjoyable shooting sessions.

As I write these words, that all began just two months ago, and she has continued to shoot practically every day. Frankly, she is ready for a more accurate, precise rifle with a better trigger, sights, etc. to further develop her skills.

A tragic story unfolded locally just weeks ago, wherein a teenage girl found a gun at her sister’s house. Being curious about it, she picked it up and accidentally fired it, killing a nearby friend. The gun did not need a lock, to
be hidden or locked in a safe, but rather the girl should have been taught proper gun handling and respect. That would have removed the “curiosity factor” that children come by naturally to learn. My children have always been given the opportunity to handle guns, shoot them, see how they work, etc. They do not need to “sneak” any gun to look at it, as they know that I am happy to give proper instruction and allow them to handle or shoot with supervision.

With the antigun media and politicians always looking for ways to get a firmer grip on gun control, let’s be certain we take the opportunity to teach every young girl and boy about safe gun handling.

The CCI Hypervelocity Stinger HP

In the late summer of 1976, a family friend, who was working at the CCI/Speer plant located in Lewiston, Idaho, stopped in for a visit at our Council, Idaho, ranch. Knowing I was a serious shooter/hunter, he handed me a bag of loose .22 rimfire cartridges that were rather odd looking, as the case was nickel-plated and longer than a standard .22 Long Rifle (LR) version. He explained this would be a new product for 1977 and would be known as the CCI Stinger features a nickel-plated case that is around .100 inch longer than a standard .22 LR case. Since it is an outside lubricated bullet, the bearing surface has been reduced. The CCI Stinger is a “Premium” hypervelocity load that is designed specifically for hunting.

“Stinger.” He stated to the effect: “It will drive a 32-grain bullet to around 1,700 fps.” (For comparison a high-speed .22 LR typically drives a 38- to 40-grain bullet 1,250 to 1,280 fps, with “standard” velocity loads typically producing around 1,070 fps.) If memory serves me correctly, the advertised velocity of the Stinger was actually 1,685 fps, a velocity that had never been achieved with the .22 LR cartridge and a bullet of that weight. He left me a healthy sample of ammunition to try out, and wanted my opinion of it.
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The CCI Stinger is not a target cartridge, although it delivers enough accuracy for hunting most small game and pests. The Ruger Model 77/22 was sighted dead-on at 50 yards using 40-grain high-speed ammunition. This target was shot at 50 yards using the center target as an aiming point for CCI Stinger ammunition, which grouped low and to the left. Most rifles will need to be resighted when using the Stinger load.

The hypervelocity load was quickly put to work on Townsend ground squirrels in a Winchester Model 9422, and the results were utterly devastating. Frankly I had never seen a .22 LR destroy so much soft tissue. It was also used to dispatch a couple of trapped coyotes and a number of hay-devouring rockchucks and jackrabbits and was used in rifles, revolvers and autoloaders. In early 1977 the new hypervelocity cartridge was formally announced to the shooting industry. Other ammunition companies followed with loads to compete, but these generally didn’t perform as well and failed to catch as much of the market share as the original Stinger. Today, the hot little CCI round is still selling unusually well, and many .22 LR varmint shooters won’t use anything else.

In order for the Stinger to achieve its high velocity and hold more powder, the case length was increased to just over .70 inch, or around .10 inch longer than a standard .22 LR case. The overall cartridge length does not exceed SAAMI specifications, and pressures are the same, which allows the Stinger to be used in any rifle or handgun designed for .22 LR high-speed ammunition. Being an outside lubricated heel bullet, the shank had to be reduced in length, normally around .195 inch down to around .130 inch. Naturally this reduces bearing surface and pressures, but it also causes the bullet to behave poorly in some rifles with larger chambers or bores that are excessively large. On the other hand, in a quality rifle with a tight chamber, correct lead and precision bore, the Stinger delivers good accuracy.

Over the years I have used it in Winchester Models 52, 61, 62, 9422, Kimber 22 Classic, Ruger 10/22 with custom match barrel and 77/22, Marlin Model 39A, Browning .22 Auto and BL-22, Anschutz Model 1700D, Remington Model 541S and others. Some rifles perform better than others. Even in the best rifles, it will not perform on par with match grade or target ammunition, but it has proven accurate in a number of rifles and is an outstanding pest and varmint load.
As said, bullet performance is devastating on pests such as ground squirrels and similar critters. It is copper washed with only a single cannelure, presumably to hold grease and act as a relief groove for dispersed lead, and is lubricated with a special formula to help reduce bore fouling and prevent leading. The original Stinger featured what CCI referred to as a Pentapoint design that helped the bullet expand and was precut internally to increase bullet fragmenting. CCI no longer references it by that name, and it appears the design has changed somewhat. Nonetheless, it still fragments with utter devastation, at least on small, soft-tissue pests.

In recovering bullets in my own medium, there were a half-dozen pieces that weighed between 2 and 6 grains, with the base weighing 10 grains, and there were numerous smaller pieces. I have found the Stinger to perform well on game up to the size of rockchucks and stringy jackrabbits, but bullet placement becomes important when used on these larger pests due to limited penetration. If the shooter will do his job, however, it has proven decisive.

The advertised velocity of today’s Stinger has been reduced to 1,640 fps with the same bullet weight of 32 grains. In firing a sampling of current ammunition from a Ruger Model 77/22 All-Weather rifle with a 20-inch barrel, a 10-shot string averaged 1,649 fps with an extreme spread of 60 fps. Using a Winchester Model 61 with a 24-inch barrel, velocity jumped to 1,703 fps and the extreme spread ran just 53 fps. (So much for the idea a few have promoted that a shorter barrel in .22 LR will result in higher velocities.) Back in the 1970s, the original Stinger often produced extreme spreads of 140 to 180 fps, and I believe the current load has been improved through updated powder, bullet engineering and strict quality control.

At 50 yards both rifles (equipped with scopes) produced groups of under 2 inches, with select loads grouping around one inch for five shots from the Ruger. That is not astonishing accuracy, as match loads will often group into less than half those figures with the same rifles, but it is certainly good enough to anchor a ground squirrel or other pests at such distances and beyond.

For more information go to www.cci-ammunition.com or call 1-800-627-3640.
America’s Outdoor Books for Avid Sportsmen
What’s New

Propellant Profiles

*Fifth Edition*
The most convenient reference of powders available to American reloaders from the last 45 years. Includes manufacturers’ and authors’ recommended loads and tips. Newly revised and updated to include the newer powders.

Catalog # 544 . . . . . . . . . SB $39.95  Available Oct 2009

Alaskan Yukon Trophies Won & Lost

*G.O. Young*
Back by popular demand in a limited hard-bound edition, the original book was printed in 1947 and covers an expedition into the interior of Alaska and the Yukon Territory by a party of three men. Share their journey through triumph and hardship. This is truly one of the best hunting adventures of all time.

Catalog # 570.5 . . . . . . . . . HB $39.95

Dear Folks

*Paul A. Matthews*
Paul Matthews is the authoritative figure in the world of black powder cartridge rifle casting, loading and shooting. Paul’s books have taught us and helped us to learn more about this great sport. Now for the first time, Paul shares his life experiences during World War II. Follow Paul from his enlistment to VJ Day. This is a must read for all of Paul’s fans.

Catalog # 567.15 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50  Available Dec 2009

2010 Calendar

*Wolfe Publishing Co.*
Featuring 13 months of stunning wildlife photography by Stan Trzoniec.

Catalog # Calendar 2010 . . . . . . . . . . $15.95

Adventure

The Stewart Edward White Series

From one of the leading outdoorsmen of the nineteenth century, White gives his methods for extended stays in rugged country with how-to’s from packing horses to pitching tents in rough weather. More than survival, you can enjoy your wilderness stay. His great writing style about African adventure is equaled in this work only with his love of North America.

Camp & Trail
Catalog # 580.5 . . . . . . . . . HB $25.00

The Mountains
Catalog # 580.2 . . . . . . . . . HB $25.00

*Buy all four and Save!*
Catalog # 580.SET . . . . . . . . . HB $75.00

Custer’s Horses

*Gary Paul Johnston, James A. Fischer and Harold A. Geer*
What really happened that fateful day in 1876? For more than a century, it has been the object of controversy, debate and fascination. Never before has the Battle of the Little Bighorn been examined from the horses’ perspectives. This landmark book reveals a never-published report and an untold story giving new insights into why the cavalry’s fate was sealed before that legendary encounter. History and Little Bighorn buffs will love this book!

Catalog # 569.1 . . . . . . . . . SB $15.95  ON SALE $9.95

Rustlers of West Fork

*Louis L’Amour*
A L’Amour classic frontier novel featuring the legendary Hopalong Cassidy.

Catalog # 588.17 . . . . . . . . . HB $18.00  ON SALE $9.00
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Sam Colt’s Own Record, 1847

Samuel Colt

Chronologically presented, the correspondence published in this volume completes the account of the manufacture in 1847 of the Walker Model Colt revolver. This book is a most unusual and rare look at firearms and early industrial history. This record has never been published before and is a ‘must have’ for every history buff and lover of the revolver.

Catalog # 564.7 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.50

Modern Shotguns and Loads

Charles Askins

This classic covers shotguns and shooting techniques. History, ammunition, handloading and the principles and terms of wingshooting are explained. Timeless information.

Catalog # 571.5 . . . . . . . . . HB $25.00

Family Protection Guide

Craig Fox Huber

Learn how to outsmart anyone threatening your family’s safety with these practical tips from a former Marine with 25 years of experience in high-risk personal security. Guides to making your home as safe as possible and avoiding potential hazards of day-to-day living wherever you go may save the life of a loved one. Customize your family’s self-defense plan with recommended products, training and conditioning. This book will teach you how to “think security” in everything you do.

Catalog # 555.1 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.95

The Muzzle-Loading Rifle ... Then and Now

Walter M. Cline

This extensive compilation about the muzzleloading rifle contains a cross section of the preserved data concerning the development of the “hallowed ole arms of the Southern highlands.” History and gun knowledge not found so easily is yours in this vital resource.

Catalog # 567.8 . . . . . . . . . HB $32.00

The Paul A. Matthews Collection

Paul Matthews is the authoritative figure in the world of Black Powder Cartridge Rifle shooting. This collection of books contains a wealth of information. Once again Matthews offers his astute insight into the world of black powder cartridge rifle shooting with more tips and “recipes” for the accuracy needed to effectively compete. Lots of how-to’s, from cross-sticks to mirage to making your own casting dipper and bullet lubricant, Paul imparts all the facts and figures necessary to come out a winner!

More How-To’s for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle Shooter

Catalog # 567.95 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Cast Bullets for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle

Catalog # 567.9 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

How-To’s for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle Shooter

Catalog # 567.7 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Black Powder, Pig Lead and Steel Silhouettes

Catalog # 567.14 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Shooting the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle

Catalog # 567 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Loading the Black Powder Rifle Cartridge

Catalog # 567.4 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Forty Years with the .45-70, Revised

Catalog # 567.1 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Paper Jacket

Catalog # 567.2 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Paul Matthews Collection

Buy the entire collection! You get all 8 books for only $175.00 plus the 2 books Wind Drift and Deceleration of the Cast Bullet at Black Powder Velocities and Casting Premium Bullets for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle on DVD ROM for Free.

Catalog # 567.SET . . . . . . . . . $175.00

Free DVD ROM with Set
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Reloading

Pet Loads The Complete Volume
Ken Waters
This is Ken’s monumental lifetime work in the handloading field. More than just a reloading manual, this large, comprehensive book contains loading procedures, tables, tips, precautions and commentary; over 150 cartridges are detailed. No handloader’s library is complete without this comprehensive book. This new updated book incorporates all supplements from #1-#24.
Catalog # 549 . . . . . . . . . SB $60.00

Ken Waters’ Notebook – “Best Wishes for Good Shooting” 1968-1989
Ken Waters
(Brand New Material Never Before Published)
Today’s best authority on reloading and firearms reveals his unfathomable knowledge through this chronological catalog of letters. In the tradition of other great shooters’ notebooks, this text of letters contains load data, little known facts, history, esoteric details and Ken’s personal recommendations to various questions and concerns.
If you enjoy finding little nuggets of golden information on handloading or guns, you will be fascinated on your journey through these letters that are jammed with information, not chit-chat. The loads are well worth the purchase and all information has never been published before. Ken was prolific in his correspondence with extensive details. None of these letters ever appeared in Rifle or Handloader magazines; it is all new material from the author. This is a large book presented in the original letter format. Those who know Ken will love this new book, and those not familiar will be amazed at the depth of his knowledge and straightforward, easy-to-understand writing style.
Catalog # 549.21 . . . . . . . . . SB $35.00

The Legacy of Lever Guns
This special edition from the folks at Rifle and Handloader magazines is devoted to America’s favorite rifles. The Legacy of Lever Guns is a complete reference for loading and shooting lever actions! It is the most authoritative work on lever actions ever, including manufacture dates for various serial numbers. Marlin, Savage, Winchester, Browning and more are covered.
Catalog # 566.5 . . . . . . . . . SB $7.95 ppd

Big Bore Rifles and Cartridges
Wolfe Publishing Co.
Definitive book on large calibers from 8mm to .600 Nitro with more than 60 chapters containing load tables and commentary on the guns and cartridges. The best book ever done on big bores! The load information exceeds most reloading manuals and the rifle reviews give you all the analyses you want.
Catalog # 572.1 . . . . . . . . . SB $26.00

Varmint and Small Game Rifles and Cartridges
Wolfe Publishing Co.
Newly Revised and Updated! A large-format book with loads, commentary and resources for the less than .40-caliber family. This book tells you what shoots and why, describing the basic principles required for top-notch accuracy in varmint hunting. Wootters, Hagel, Simpson, Carmichel, Venturino and others cover the sport from .17 to .32-40.
Catalog # 572.11 . . . . . . . . . SB $15.00

Wildcat Cartridges, Combo Edition
Wolfe Publishing Co.
Wildcatters can’t find information as readily as they can in this handy one source book. Volumes I & II combined in this edition to profile most of the popular and famous wildcats, each representing a small advance in cartridge development, each wedging open the door of progress just a little bit more. Details rifle and handgun cartridges from the .14-221 to the .460 Van Horn. A comprehensive work containing reloading tables and commentary, this huge volume is unparalleled anywhere.
Catalog # 584.3 . . . . . . . . . SB $49.00

Master Index
Wolfe Publishing Co.
Third Edition. Rifle and Handloader magazines (1966-1996). This convenient reference of articles, columns, authors and subjects is a handy way to research information sources.
Catalog # 542 . . . . . . . . . SB $8.00  ON SALE $5.00

Advanced Handloading Beyond the Basics – DVD Video
Wolfe Publishing Co.
Redding, Sierra and Wolfe Publishing have teamed up to bring you an advanced handloading DVD. John Barsness hosts this DVD and teaches you how to use advanced tools to make your handloads shoot better. This video covers advanced techniques needed to enhance your ammunition accuracy.
Catalog # 544.9 . . . . . . . . . $19.95
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**Hunting**

**Trophies and Cartridges**  
**Dave Scovill**  
This book offers the reader a potpourri of information on an unusual mix of subjects that is sure to help hunters and shooters. Bullet development, gunsmithing tips for your Colt handguns, thoughts on accuracy, trophy hunting, shooting techniques with iron sights, various rifle and caliber commentary for various game, leverguns, cast bullets and hunting tips name, just a few of the topics covered.  
From the author's extensive experience as editor of Rifle, Handloader and Successful Hunter magazines, this book covers subjects usually not offered by other books, which is the purpose of this unique and valuable presentation.  
Catalog # 554.2 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.95

**Finn Aagaard – Selected Works**  
**Finn Aagaard**  
Fans of Finn’s writing will be thrilled to find this collection all in one place. His in-depth approach on subjects, written in his impeccable style, allows the reader entertainment and learning in a neat package. He has tales of leopards, how to manage dangerous game, one rifle/one load, slings in the field, various calibers are covered, killing power myths and, of course, his great African stories, as well as practical chapters. You will love this book, and with its valuable information, it will make a great gift for anyone who enjoys hunting or guns.  
Catalog # 564.2 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.95

**The Longwalkers: 25 Years of Tracking the Northern Cougar**  
**Jerry A. Lewis**  
Trek the snow-covered mountain forests of Idaho, Montana, British Columbia and Alberta with the author as he follows cougars/mountain lions on foot, guided by his keen hounds. Written by a man who truly understands and appreciates the cougar’s ways.  
Catalog # 578.75 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.95

**Tales of Alaska’s Big Bears**  
**Jim Rearden**  
Gripping accounts of the most frightening encounters with Alaska’s big bears. Told in Rearden’s unique factual style, he takes you on a journey about Alaska’s bears with tales of how people live and die in the 49th state with the world’s largest land carnivore.  
Catalog # 576.4 . . . . . . . . . SB $16.95

**10 Days in Africa DVD**  
**Wolfe Publishing Co.**  
Join Dave Scovill on his exciting hunting adventures pursuing Cape buffalo and magnificent plains game of the Okavango Delta in Botswana with a Winchester Model 1886 .50 BPE.  
Catalog # 544.2 . . . . . . . . . $14.95
40 Years of Handloader Magazine on DVD ROM

Wolfe Publishing Company

The most valuable resource for the shooting community is now available at the click of your computer mouse! That's right, access all the detailed technical information from the number one authority in the shooting sports in 40 years of publishing. That's 238 issues! From issue Number 1 (May 1966) to issue Number 238 (December 2005), that's over 20,000 pages of information on 20 DVDs of high-resolution, printable files. All files are searchable; word search shows exact sentence or phrase. Simply pop in a DVD and it automatically opens with easy-to-read graphics. Click on a cover and open any issue. Fully functional menus! The information is timeless, and there is no other source worldwide that can offer this much technical knowledge in one place.

Catalog # HLDVD40 . . . . . . . . . $599.00  Subscriber Price: $499.00
(For Computer Use Only)

Rifle – The Complete Years on DVD ROM

Wolfe Publishing Company

The most valuable resource for the shooting community is now available at the click of your computer mouse! That's right, access all the detailed technical information from the number one authority in the shooting sports. That's 228 issues! From issue Number 1 (January 1969) to issue Number 228 (November 2006) that's over 19,000 pages of information on 20 DVDs of high-resolution, printable files. All files are searchable; word search shows exact sentence or phrase. Simply pop in a DVD and it automatically opens with easy-to-read graphics. Click on a cover and open any issue. Fully functional menus!

Catalog # RIDVD . . . . . . . . . $350.00  Subscriber Price: $295.00
(For Computer Use Only)

Rifle & Handloader Single Issues on CD ROM

Wolfe Publishing Company

Every issue of Rifle and Handloader magazine are available in high resolution format on CD Rom. Older rare issues that have been sold out for years are now available. Each issue is searchable for that issue and preserves the original layout of each magazine.

One Single Issue on CD ROM . . . . . . . $5.95
(For Computer Use Only)

United States Shipping Charges: • 1 = $3.25 • 2-4 = $5.00 • 5-7 = $6.50 • 8-12 = $8.00

Rifle & Handloader One-Year on DVD ROM

Wolfe Publishing Company

Missing a year or two of our magazines? Now you can purchase any year of Rifle or Handloader magazine on DVD ROM. Each year has a searchable index so you can search the entire year.

One Full Year on DVD ROM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19.95
(For Computer Use Only)

United States Shipping Charges: • 1 = $3.25 • 2-4 = $5.00 • 5-7 = $6.50 • 8-12 = $8.00

Magazines & More

Rifle
One Year Subscription: $19.97

Handloader
One Year Subscription: $22.97

Successful Hunter
One Year Subscription: $19.97

Handloader Magazine Binder & Rifle Magazine Binder

Preserve your Handloader and Rifle magazines in sturdy, handsome and practical black-grained binders. Organize 12 issues to make an attractive addition to your library. These are heavy-duty binders you'll be proud to use.

Handloader Catalog # 515 . . . . . . . . $25.00  Rifle Catalog # 535 . . . . . . . . . . . $25.00

*While Supplies Last... Get a FREE Master Index (1966-1996) with the purchase of 2 or more Handloader or Rifle binders!
Casting Premium Bullets for the BPCR - CD ROM
Paul A. Matthews
Takes the reloader beyond the casting of bullets for plinking with small bore rifles or handguns into the realm of big-bore top-of-the-line bullets for competitive long-range accuracy. This is the entire book in pdf format on CD-ROM.
Catalog # 567.12CD . . . . . . . . . $19.95

Wind Drift and Deceleration of the Cast Bullet at Black Powder Velocities - CD ROM
Paul A. Matthews
Learn the facts that help reduce wind drift to become a better shooter or cast bullets at black powder velocities. This is the entire book in pdf format on CD-ROM
Catalog # 567.11CD . . . . . . . . . $19.95

The Bolt Action Rifle I & II by Stuart Otteson - CD ROM
Author Stuart Otteson explores the original records and the bolt-action rifles themselves to reveal the fine nuances of many popular bolt-action mechanisms. The drawings exemplify the study; they were done by working from the guns, not factory drawings, old blueprints or catalogs. Few draftsmen have so clearly and economically delineated firearms mechanisms. The design facts collected and interpreted by Otteson are likewise his, taken directly from the guns. You will find in this book such things as lock times, spring rates and cam angles. There is also considerable historical content. Most of it is based on the record of patents, again personally researched by the author. For the modern actions, the historical recitation is based on the public record and on the recollections and statements of the men who did the design work.
Catalog # 544.6 . . . . . . . . . $24.95

Gibbs’ Cartridges - CD ROM
The Gibbs line of wildcat cartridges has aroused curiosity since the mid-1960s. Handloaders ex-pound and argue the velocity claims and cartridge designs of Rocky Gibbs. Other than this book, only tidbits of information are available. Gibbs had developed his interest in handloading while a member of the Richmond, California, Rod and Gun Club. His competitive nature led to an intense desire to produce a cartridge that was bigger, better, faster and more complete than any other. He was severely criticized for his cartridge case design. Nearly everyone complained about the minimum length of the case necks. Gibbs was also accused of inflating the Gibbs cartridge velocities. He never gave in or broke down in the face of these ongoing controversies. He was willing to risk his reputation to prove he had maximized the available space in a .30-06 case. Whether he accomplished his goal of producing the finest cartridge available is up to each handloader to decide. When it comes to velocity, “a Gibbs chambered rifle with a standard barrel makes a magnum with a short barrel just another rifle.”
Catalog # 544.5 . . . . . . . . . $19.95

Firearms Pressure Factors - CD ROM
This book is a comprehensive examination of a variety of factors – primer, case, shape and weight of the bullet, seating depth, powder burning rate, chamber dimensions and the condition of the barrel – that are investigated in an in-depth study of the velocity and pressure curves. It’s a fascinating journey into mysteries of internal ballistics in rifles, shotguns and handguns.
Catalog # 544.4 . . . . . . . . . $19.95

The Art of Bullet Casting Collection - DVD ROM
• Art of Bullet Casting • Bullet Making Annual Vol. I & II • Cast Bullet Sp. Ed.
How-to’s for casting bullets. A collection of articles taken from years of Handloader and Rifle covering the basics to more advanced techniques. Get technical and accurate with your casting and swaging.
Catalog # 544.3 . . . . . . . . . $25.00

The Bullet’s Flight – CD ROM
Franklin W. Mann
This monumental work by Dr. Franklin W. Mann details his experiments with rifles and ammunition. You will be pleased with the level of detail, pictures and other investigations. Loaded with great historical as well as modern technical information, it’s a unique and classic addition to any reloader’s library.
Catalog # 544.7 . . . . . . . . . $19.95

Individual CD/DVD U.S. Shipping Charges: • 1 = $3.25 • 2-4 = $5.00 • 5-7 = $6.50 • 8-12 = $8.00
(All books on CD/DVD are for computer use only.)
The reloading manual that grows and is constantly updated. You will never need to buy another printed manual; loads are entered daily into our database. You can search by caliber, bullet weight, powder type or a combination of all three. You must go to the website to subscribe. A free binder is included with your subscription. Visit www.loaddata.com.

Rifle Loony Hat
Wolfe Publishing Co.
John Barsness coined the phrase Rifle Loony. Now you can show that you are a rifle loony (which is a play on words). Not only do you love Rifle magazine but you love rifles as well. This hat sports a high quality camo pattern with high thread count stitching for the logo.
Catalog # Hat Rifle ............... SB $19.95

Elk and Mule Deer Targets
Place these targets out to 100 yards for a life-size 200-yard look. All vitals are outlined to help measure your accuracy. Whether you are sighting in a new rifle or checking zero on an old favorite, these targets will come in handy for any hunter. Practice different shooting positions to improve on your abilities.

- Elk Target – Catalog # 552.004E
  $3.00 ea. • 2 for $5.00 • 4 for $10.00
- Mule Deer Target – Catalog # 552.004M
  $3.00 ea. • 2 for $5.00 • 4 for $10.00

Targets with a Twist
Handgun and Rifle Targets
The staff of Handloader and Rifle magazines developed two targets for precision shooting with rifles, iron sighted handguns and scoped guns. With the unique color, bullseye and grid, your target work is sure to improve! With the unique grid design sighting in handguns and rifles has never been easier. Targets come in handy pad form.

- Rifle Targets – Catalog # 552.R
  $4.95 (1 pad, 20 targets)
- Handgun Targets – Catalog # 552.H
  $4.95 (1 pad, 20 targets)
- Combo Targets – Catalog # 552.C
  $4.95 (1 pad, 10 rifle & 10 handgun)
- 100 Targets – Catalog # 552.100
  $15.95 (5 pads – any combination)
Silencers should be legal on sporting rifles for target shooting and hunting.

Actually, they are. Sort of. In some states. But there’s a catch, or several, as we’ll see.

Silencers aren’t silent, of course, but like an automobile muffler, they make a firearm a lot less noisy than the unmuffled versions, which is why silencers are more correctly called suppressors and should be legal.

Hey, it’s not as if they convert a firearm into a laser death ray. They just reduce the noise.

Hiram Maxim invented the Maxim Silencer for firearms in 1902, modifying it only slightly to become the common vehicle muffler soon after. By the 1920s both were quite popular, but organized crime in cities like Chicago inspired Congress to attempt to outlaw Tommy guns in 1934. Gun mufflers were tacked onto the bill as an afterthought. But this didn’t fly with the Judicial system, which referenced some obscure 2nd Amendment or something. So Congress did what it does best – slapped an extremely high tax on machine guns, short-barreled rifles, silencers and a few other things they didn’t think the average citizen ought to own. Gradually, thanks to radio, novels and Hollywood, silencers became symbols of assassins and the criminal underworld. Oh, and real heroes like Bond. James Bond. Later BATF declared silencers weapons and required that each have its own serial number for tracking, inspiring that famous protest chant, “Guns don’t kill people, silencers do.”

Dick Williams, all-around good guy and PR spokesman (I don’t think he’d condone the term “spokesmodel”) for SureFire that builds suppressors; edged weapons (knives); and really bright, rugged, sharply focused flashlights, explained: “There’s a one-time tax of $200 payable to the ATF for registering a suppressor. There’s also a background check and fingerprinting and sometimes a photo and . . .” In other words, red-tape hoops to jump through, plus a wait of about two months. Today there is such stigma surrounding suppressors that they can hardly be discussed rationally, let alone be proposed for common use.

Well, for practical and health reasons, I’m proposing it. Suppressors are legal in Finland, Sweden and France, for pete’s sake. France! Let’s pause to let that sink in.

My wild theory is that, just as society appreciates reducing the boom of rapidly burning fuels in in-
ternal combustion engines, so would it enjoy knocking some of the blast out of rifles – at shooting ranges and in the woods.

So would I.

I SAID, “SO WOULD I!”

If, like me, you no longer hear all the little birdies go tweet tweet tweet, you’ve been attending too many rock concerts or shooting unmuffled firearms for too many years. I SAID, “YEARS, NOT EARS.” My wife gets tired of translating half the dialog in every movie we watch. Wouldn’t it be humane to save future spouses from a similar fate?
Silence is Golden

Research has shown that regular exposure to small arms fire (firing range training situations, varmint shooting, just plain practice) increases noise-induced hearing loss 10 times over normal. There's damage even when traditional ear plugs or muffs are used. It is suggested that bone conduction of sound waves causes this. A good suppressor can reduce gunshot volume from most high-pressure centerfires from something over 160 decibels (dBs) to under 140 dBs, which is OSHA's maximum safe limit threshold, still far above its safe limit of 85 dBs for chronic noise exposure. Normal conversation is about 60 dBs. The decibel scale is logarithmic, not linear, so 160 dBs is not merely twice as loud as 80 dBs. With every 3 dBs increase in volume, intensity of sound doubles. Combine plugs or muffs with a suppressor and your hearing is truly protected.

Suppressors are legal in Finland, Sweden and France.

So why can't we put these mufflers on our rifles? Crime control? That's what most of us have been told. Silencers are nefarious devices that permit murderers and assassins to terminate their marks in public places. Silent and deadly. In the hands of James Bond, that's good. In the hands of Jimmy “The Hit Man” Bondo, not so good. But silencers aren't nearly as quiet or useful as Hollywood would like us to imagine.

Think about it. When powder suddenly burns behind a bullet in a barrel, the rapidly expanding gases shove the bullet out the muzzle with an ear-splitting bang, just like a punctured balloon. The resulting pressure waves push tiny bones in our head making them vibrate. Wave energy is converted into electrical energy sent to the brain for interpretation. “Hey, I hear a gunshot!” To stop the sound, you must stop those vibrations or pressure waves. Air molecules alone will do this over vast dis-
Mounting a SureFire suppressor involves sliding the unit over the pre-mounted adapter (overlapping several inches of original barrel to minimize overall length and imbalance) and turning the cam ring tight. Total time about 5 seconds.

Most suppressors can be carried in a pocket or belt pouch, ready for quick attachment.

Mounts, which is why you didn’t hear me shoot my moose last fall. Solid objects also absorb sound waves, plus reflect or bounce them in other directions. But solids also transmit them. Think of submariners tapping out Morse code on the steel hull for rescue.

Soft, cushy materials are much better than air at absorbing and dissipating sound. A classic case is the crime movie standard of shoving a handgun in a pillow before discharging it into the victim. This principle is applied in recording studios with their special linings of soft, absorbing, “sound-proof” tiles. But soft materials are quickly destroyed by hot gasses and high pressures, so gun and car mufflers are usually built with metal baffles that redirect the gases, cool them (transferring noise energy to heat that is absorbed and dissipated by the metal) and delay their exit until their energy is partially spent. Suppressors are most effective with closed-breech actions, i.e. bolt, pump, lever, break, falling block. Autoloaders with a slightly delayed breech opening can be suppressed, but the clanking sound of their actions rather ruins the effect. (Hollywood somehow fails to record these noises.) High-cycle-rate autos can’t be suppressed because the sound chamber hasn’t sufficient time to empty before the next explosion comes roaring in. Revolvers are a waste of a perfectly good suppressor. They leak sound at the cylinder gap.

The lower the pressure, of course, the lower the sound, so subsonic ammunition (under roughly 1,080 fps depending on air density) is more effectively suppressed than supersonic stuff. Above 1,100 fps, the bullet itself will crack with a “sonic boom.” As Dick Williams explained, “It all goes bang or pop, but a good,
reasonably compact suppressor can tone down a .30-06 enough to make it almost comfortable to shoot without hearing protection.” SureFire claims its Fast-Attach suppressors (less than five seconds to mount) will reduce “a weapon’s sound signature to well below the OSHA 140 dB maximum safe level.” (A popping balloon is 157 dBs.)

Shooter would be better served with quieter guns.

Suppressor manufacturer Elite Iron of Bonner, Montana, measured reductions of 33 to 38 dBs with its suppressors on a variety of .223 Remington, .308 Winchester, .338 Lapua and .50 BMG rifles. Barrel length and suppressor size, of course, influence these reductions. There will still be the supersonic “crack” of the bullet, but the overall effect is much more acceptable to the neighbors, and that’s the idea. Given today’s crowding – coupled with antigun, antihunting sentiment – shooters would be better served with quieter guns.

Caveat: Don’t think you’re going to improve your hunting success because your buck won’t hear you shoot and miss. It still sounds like a gunshot, just not such a loud one. Some say the quieter sound is more difficult to pinpoint, so critters might act a bit confused. They seem to do that with regular gunfire anyway. A suppressed, closed-breech .22 Long Rifle firing subsonic ammunition can be quieted to the level of, or slightly below, an air rifle, which could make it a deadly poaching tool, although the limited range/power of the round minimizes this. Animal damage control officers at airports, dairies, suburbs and the like use suppressed .22s to remove a variety of critters from rats to whitetails.

Of course, there’s the ugly side of suppressors, too, one of them being just that – they’re ugly. Unless you like the tactical look, an 11-inch, 1.5-pound black can hanging off your custom Model 70 ain’t gonna enhance its classic lines – or balance. There is a partial solution to this problem, however. It’s called the integral

Barry Dueck demonstrates how effectively a suppressor reduces dust disturbances at the muzzle (right) – more than just a convenience when target shooting or varmint hunting from prone in dry landscapes.

LEGAL STATES

Laws often change, so double check the following information. Also know that in at least one state, Washington, suppressors can be owned but not used.

States where suppressors are not allowed for civilian use: Delaware, Washington D.C., Hawaii, Illinois, Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Rhode Island, California, Kansas, Missouri, Minnesota, Iowa and Maine.

States where suppressors are legal for Class 3 or 2 FFL dealers only: California, Hawaii, Kansas, Missouri, Minnesota, Illinois, New York.

BUYING SUPPRESSORS

You must buy any suppressor through a Class 2 or Class 3 FFL firearms dealer who should be able to walk you through the hoops. Basically you must get an okay from a local law enforcement official, fill out a registration form with the BATF, get fingerprinted, undergo a background check, perhaps sit for or provide a photo and wait about two months. Oh, and pay your one-time, $200 tax.

PUBLISHING DECIBEL REDUCTION FIGURES

Many manufacturers refuse to publish measured decibel reductions of their products, because not all use a standard system of measuring. Apparently some machines and/or techniques vary greatly. In addition, sound duration isn’t always measured, and that has a big impact on perceived loudness.
suppressor, essentially a baffled, outer wall surrounding the barrel. Ports drilled near the muzzle direct hot gases into the hollow where a baffle system cools and slows them. This makes barrels fatter but avoids the additional length of detachable muzzle cans. Alas, this requires extreme modification of the original barrel or replacement with an after-market suppressor/barrel. Tibbetts America manufactures John’s Guns integral suppressors for a variety of rifles, mostly .22 rimfires, but also Remington Model 700s in some calibers. SRT Arms of Tempe, Arizona, also makes integral suppressed rifles, primarily .22 rimfires and a few low-velocity centerfires, but at least one integral for a .308 Winchester. Permanently mounted integral units reportedly have rather limited life spans due to carbon and lead fouling. Condensation and rust can also be problematic. Some integral suppressors, essentially a long tube stretching back over the barrel, can be removed for cleaning.

Williams pointed out that overall barrel length with muzzle suppressors can be minimized by designing them to fit back over several inches of barrel, as many do. He also admitted cans can be dangerous should they be mounted improperly or vibrate loose. Significantly misaligned, the can can kiss the bullet. This tends to seriously wreck things. But so does firing with snow, cleaning jags or bore sights left in a barrel. This problem is really operator error. If you use a muzzle suppressor, it’s your responsibility to mount and maintain it properly. SureFire claims its Fail-Safe baffles allow bullets to continue safely downrange even if the unit is bent or knocked out of alignment.

Because of the manner in which all suppressors impede gases, they tend to heat barrels excessively and carbon-foul autoloaders rather quickly. Bits of carbon can be blown back into and out the ejection port, as I discovered while firing a couple of suppressed AR-15 .223s. Eye protection and gloves are suggested. I also experienced malfunction with a dirty AR-15. Actions just tend to gunk up after a certain number of rounds through a suppressor, which must itself be cleaned regularly, dried and stored off the rifle to prevent condensation rust. Elite Iron recommends rinsing its units in hot, soapy water and drying with an air compressor. Ultrasonic parts cleaners and the Jofre steam cleaning system are also recommended.

Fortunately, removing a SureFire muzzle-mounted “silencer” is dead simple. Just twist the cam ring and pull. It’s a ratchet mount. This means you can choose to fire your rifle with or without the device, giving you the option of practicing with the suppressor, but hunting without it. A rather
homely mount remains on the barrel, but it isn't much more obtrusive than most muzzle brakes, which, by the way, a suppressor is. Yup, in addition to knocking back the noise, a well-designed suppressor can reduce recoil by 30 percent or more without blowing all those gases back in your face or off the ground below. It's a much cleaner way to shoot. Reduced muzzle jump, reduced sound, no dust cloud, no blast of pressure – suppressors are sounding better and better.

Being an old stickler for accuracy and consistency, I worried about a suppressor ruining a rifle's good vibrations. "Not a problem," Williams insisted, and then proved it by letting me shoot a couple of rifles with and without suppressors mounted. From a bench at 100 yards, a modified Remington Model 700 (24-inch Mike Arco barrel, one-in-11.27-inch twist, five groove, Jewel trigger, McMillan A4 stock, Leupold M4 8.5-25x scope) in .308 Winchester, firing Black Hills 165-grain match loads, grouped five shots into .96 inch with Barry Dueck, head of SureFire's Suppressor Division, at the controls. After a suppressor was cranked onto the rifle, Barry shot a .95-inch group. Point of impact shifted not one iota. I took over and, suppressor off, punched a 1.15-inch cluster with the same point of impact as Barry produced. After mounting the sound reducer, I fired a .75-inch group. If that's accuracy loss due to the can, I can live with it! With a LaRue Tactical AR-15 .223 Remington, 16-inch barrel, one-in-8-inch twist firing 77-grain Black Hills Match hollowpoint ammunition, I notched a .68-inch, five-shot group with a plain barrel, a .70-inch group with the can mounted. Point of impact shifted about .25 inch lower. It has been argued that by reducing high-velocity gases that normally jet past a bullet upon exit from the muzzle, a suppressor reduces gas-induced yaw, improving accuracy.

"When they're designed right and built right," Dueck said, "muzzle mount suppressors usu-
ally improve accuracy. If they change impact at all, it’s by an MOA at most.” Heavy contour barrels do better than light, and a certain thickness is required to cut threads for the suppressor mount.

SureFire’s Chief Engineer Tim LaFrance echoes Dueck. “If groups open up with a can, you have a twisted or bent bore or barrel. Period. We’ve seen it time after time after time. Properly mounted, a suppressor will reveal flaws in a barrel. Excessive yaw will show when bullets touch the can.”

For all their wonderful benefits, suppressors do not appeal to me aesthetically. Neither do I have an overpowering desire to carry one through the elk woods. But on a whitetail stand in the Midwest, a 1.5-pound suppressor and one to 5 inches of extra overall length seems reasonable. Ah, but there’s the rub. Even in the 33 states where suppressors are legal, they aren’t legal for big game hunting. That’s right, individual states set their own regulations on suppressor use, and some (You can probably guess California and New York, but would you have guessed Texas?) are much more stringent than the Feds.

This limits suppressor use to target shooting and perhaps varmint and coyote hunting in a few states that permit it. A few savvy coyote hunters have discovered that a suppressed rifle loaded to shoot subsonic can be quiet enough to give them second, even third chances. Target shooters know that suppressors are useful in rural areas where “new” country dwellers begin complaining about the shooting range they chose to live near but now want removed.

But won’t suppressors increase crime? Not according to research compiled by PhD Paul A. Clark of the Alaska Public Defender Agency. Clark found that “of the federal court cases reported in the Lexis/Westlaw database between 1995 and 2005, there were only two cases of a silencer being used in a murder in the United States.” So-called silenced firearms were discharged in just two percent of all federal prosecutions of firearms cases from 1995 to 2004 – despite the ease with which they can be made at home. Several books on the market detail how to build your own suppressor, but since committing a crime with a silenced gun carries a mandatory 30-year sentence, most criminals just wrap a towel around the murder weapon. This tactic, while as effective as a screw-on silencer, carries no additional penalty.

As Clark noted in his paper, a silencer makes a gun no more effective nor deadlier than one without, so why the irrational fear? It’s not a super weapon, just a sound reducer, and in our noise-polluted culture, that’s a good thing. Look at it as a matter of degrees. If a relatively silent .22 rimfire is legal for hunting, why not .223 or 7mm-08 Remingtons suppressed to be nearly as quiet? Or at least a .300 Winchester Magnum throttled back to sound like a .223?

Getting suppressors approved for hunting will require an education campaign involving solid arguments plus demonstrations to state fish and game conservation officers, biologists, administrators and, especially, commissioners who set the rules. In some states, local politicians and congressmen will need to be included. Moving the status quo is never easy, but we are in the era of political change we can believe in, right? You, your shooting buddies and your gun club could start the ball rolling. Once folks hear that suppressed hunting rifles don’t become silent and deadly, they may come to appreciate the benefits of reduced noise pollution. I know I would. I SAID, “I WOULD!”